ACROSS
1  Where fighter might disappear in corner after mad brute exploded before start of round one (7,8)
9  What could get Coppola tiddly (7)
10 More light needed by doctor cutting a huge flower, right? (7)
11 Exercise yard’s close by stream (5)
12 Shout about name for specified trade shop (9)
13 Almost one month consumed by toothache – extremely horrifying experience (9)
15 Wherein union of passionate couple, unfaithful to the end? (5)
16 Doug and Richard jointly absorb an Eastern European language (5)
18 Makes music as Greek hors d’oeuvres divided by eastern hero (9)
20 Let out setter’s name when pursuing low-down chaps (9)
23 Violent dictator repressing Democrat’s term of office (5)
24 Lover Romeo is interrupting a clever remark (7)
25 Intellectual, one getting repeatedly stabbed by soldiers? (7)
26 Wonderfully English way to stop irrational loony into axes (15)

DOWN
1  Type by Gutenberg coined around a German passage (11,4)
2  Swinging band, grasping over comeback, gutted (7)
3  Indiscreet violation of punctilio (9)
4  When still, it will be clearly set (5)
5  Early victim on call line -- sound familiar? (4,1,4)
6  Excited wife going out with mine? (5)
7  William, say, born before Elizabeth, having gold-coloured clothing (7)
8  Organically dyes knitting when work is cut short? (5,7,3)
14  Keeping mum, change college (4,5)
15  Bury park official picked up a shrub (9)
17  Sound old drummer’s extremely upset (4,3)
19  Lamb (Elia) nearly left, repeatedly turning into an unknown river (7)
21  Social-media fan reported a famous dog (5)
22  Russian turned up to frame European moles (5)

Solution 16,077
SPACEBAR  STRUCK
L C E T  Y H
CAREER GEOMETRY
Z V B I U Y
WANE ABSOLUTISM
R T D E A
LANDMINE MULE
L I C R L P I
ALEC EPILEPSY
E K G D C S
PRESERVICE TOAD
G F U N U G
DISASTER SLOGAN
ST E S E U I
ATTEND EVENSONG